
  
Meldreth, Shepreth and Foxton Rail User Group 

 
Minutes of meeting on 27th June 2018, 7:30PM, at Melbourn Hub 

 
 
Attending:  
 
Susan van de Ven (Chair), Hilary Marsh, Robert Stripe (Fenline Users Association), Sarah Grove, 
(CRP), Beatrice Fisher (Treasurer), Karen Gregson & Marc Edwards (GTR), Matt Brennan (Public 
Affairs, Network Rail), and many rail users. 
 
Apologies: 
 
Apologies were received from Heidi Allen (MP) and Royston Crow. 
 
Minutes of the previous meeting: 
 
The minutes of the AGM and of the previous meeting held on 4th April 2018 were approved, and 
there were no matters arising. 
 
Train service issues: 
 
Susan started the meeting by saying that we must remember to thank the GTR staff at Meldreth 
station and beyond, who are doing their best to look after rail users, under these very difficult 
circumstances. 
 
Our MP Heidi Allen has been campaigning on our behalf, even asking a question in parliament. 
 
A letter has been sent to GTR summarising all the problems and questions which have been 
raised by rail users via our Facebook page.  
 
The main issues are the peak time gaps in the timetable. These are between 6.43 and 8.13 on 
the Kings cross service, and 8.36 to 10.06 to Cambridge. Plus 17.11 to 18.41 from Cambridge in 
the evening, which leaves schoolchildren particularly vulnerable. GTR representative Karen 
Gregson said that a shuttle bus had been provided to fill this gap. Susan replied that as this isn’t 
timetabled, nobody knows when it’s running, and also that drivers don’t always know where the 
village stations are. 
 
GTR will introduce a new Interim Timetable on 15th July, which will run until December, and 
will prioritise peak time services to assist commuters and schoolchildren.  
 
GTR’s opening address: 
 
Karen Gregson of GTR apologised to all rail users for the current train service issues. She said 
she couldn’t defend the situation and it is deeply embarrassing and stressful for all GTR 
customer service staff. They expected teething problems, but nothing as bad as this. The 
timetable issues are not just GTR’s but across the whole rail industry; there have been 3,200 
changes across the country.  
The problem locally is not a shortage of drivers, but that the drivers need 6 weeks of training 
for a new route, yet GTR only received the routes 3 weeks beforehand.  
A further problem is that trains are in the wrong place at the wrong time, or the right train but 
with the wrong number of carriages attached. 
 
 



 
Summary of GTR’s response to questions from the floor: 
 
How do we claim compensation for missed appointments, childcare costs/fines, taxis to or 
carparking at Royston etc, plus the ‘delay repay’ policy? 
 
Why should we pay full fares for a service we’re not getting? No other business would be 
allowed to run like this. 
 
GTR had no simple answer to this issue: you should keep records and receipts for claims for 
compensation, but until the ongoing public enquiry is over, there is no organised system for 
compensation in place. The enquiry is to establish who is to blame for what; the issues and 
blame are shared by GTR, Network Rail, and the Department for Transport. (DfT) 
 
Why are trains cancelled at such short notice?  Even National Rail enquiries app isn’t accurate. 
 
GTR: At present all the train timetabling is inputted manually on a daily basis, onto a national 
computer overnight. There is scope for human error, and computer glitches, especially as they 
have just moved to using one central computer at Three Bridges, instead of regional ones. (See 
also ‘trains in wrong place or with wrong number of carriages’.) 
 
Don’t you have a legal duty to give accurate information to passengers? Are you likely to suffer 
any backlash from this treatment of passengers? Where is your accountability? 
 
GTR: These circumstances are unnatural. We have a contract with government (DfT) and our 
performance is looked at. Until the public enquiry is complete, we can’t say any more. 
 
You seem to be firefighting the issues. Where are the people behind the scenes who can 
actually sort this mess out? 
 
GTR: People are working round the clock to try to improve things. The interim timetable (from 
15 July) should at least make things stable, though it won’t fix the whole problem.  
 
The information system (machine) at Foxton doesn’t work. Nobody has access to any human to 
give answers. There should therefore be a member of staff at the station to help passengers. 
 
GTR: The problem lies with BT, we are working to get it fixed. 
 
Why weren’t the timetable changes run as a computer simulation before being rolled out? 
 
Matt Brennan (public affairs, Network Rail) addressed the meeting:  
Network Rail is partly responsible for the national rail timetabling problems, and offers 
sympathy for the disruption caused. Northwest trains were supposed to be electrified but the 
job wasn’t completed in time for full timetable testing to be done beforehand. Also, the 
computer system at Milton Keynes couldn’t cope with the task. There wasn’t an option to delay 
the whole project.  
 
Susan concluded this debate by thanking the GTR and Network Rail representatives for 
attending the meeting, knowing that they would be in for a hard time. She reiterated that rail 
users should put their questions to GTR via our Facebook page, or directly to the company, and 
copy us in. 
 



Shepreth Level crossing 
 
The barriers are down for longer, meaning long traffic queues, and the potential for passengers 
to miss their train if they have to buy a ticket before crossing to the Cambridge platform. 
NR said this is due to sensors on the track detecting another train further down the track, and 
preventing the gates from opening in between trains.  
The crossing alarm sound is annoying the neighbours. Also, we want the un-official car park 
back. NR said that engineers were dealing with the alarms in a snagging operation which could 
take 3 months to complete, and we wouldn’t get the carpark back until they’d finished. Also, 
they’d still need access to the new barrier operating mechanism, which is in the car park.  
 
Network Rail and Shepreth Parish Council to arrange a joint meeting to address the highways 
issues created by the barriers being down for longer. 
 
It was noted that the water butt, which had been fenced in by the contractors working on the 
barriers, has now been moved to allow access for watering. 
 
Ticket Machine Issues 
 
If the ticket machine is not working, take a photo on your phone as proof. The train operators 
should know automatically if a machine isn’t working so you won’t get punished. Just mention 
you’re a member of the Rail User Group for added clout! 
 
GTR: You can’t buy a plusbus ticket without buying a train ticket, to stop fraud, i.e. people 
buying just the bus ticket and not using the train at all. 
 
The Foxton machine won’t let you buy an off-peak railcard even when it’s off-peak time.  
GTR: This is a glitch which needs to be sorted. 
 
The meeting closed at 9.15, without addressing other matters on the agenda, as we were out of 
time. 
 


